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Surging oil prices and BoJ policy decisions


Rising oil prices have pushed Japanese prices higher, but
also have negative impact on growth since economy is reliant
on imported energy



Higher oil prices not only bring about macroeconomic changes
(price shock) but also weigh on external demand (demand
shock)
Even if inflation briefly touches 2% target, BoJ likely to be
more worried about impact of demand shock


A member of MUFG, a global financial group

Core CPI inflation in Japan may touch 2% on surge in oil prices
The surge in oil prices triggered by the Russian invasion of Ukraine is a major source
of uncertainty for the Japanese economy with its heavy reliance on imported energy.
At the same time, an extended period of high oil prices will lift Japan’s core CPI
(headline index ex fresh food). The core CPI rose just 0.2% on a YoY basis in
January (February data are set to be released on March 18), but the negative
contribution from reduced mobile phone charges will disappear starting in April
(Graph 1). We project that core CPI inflation will rise to the mid-1% range in April and
peak out in the Apr-Jun quarter as the positive contribution from energy starts to
shrink this summer. However, the risks to prices are to the upside. We are projecting
an average oil price of USD90/bbl in FY22 (CIF basis), but for now oil prices continue
to move higher. A simple calculation suggests that Japan’s core CPI inflation rate
would rise by 0.5ppt if the average price for FY22 comes in around the recent figure
for Dubai crude (USD125/bbl). Although the outcome depends on oil prices, "from
April onward, the year-on-year rate of change in the CPI for all items less fresh food
may momentarily rise to a level close to 2 percent if the effects of the reduction in
mobile phone charges dissipate" (Policy Board member Junko Nakagawa in a
speech on March 3).

GRAPH 1: JAPAN’S CORE CPI INFLATION RATE AND CONTRIBUTIONS BY
ITEM

Source: MUMSS, from MIC data (MUMSS forecasts)

Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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How should BoJ address inflation caused by rising oil prices?
If core CPI inflation were to touch or at least approach the 2% price stability target,
however briefly, should the BoJ raise its policy rates or leave them on hold? In this
report we present our views on this question, drawing on a Japanese-language
report titled "Preferred monetary policy response to changes in supply structure" that
was published by the BoJ’s Institute for Monetary and Economic Studies in 2001.
This paper examined the preferred form of monetary policy based on the standard
macroeconomic framework of recent years, namely, 1) a forward-looking I/S curve
(used to determine the output gap), 2) a New Keynesian Phillips curve (used to
determine the inflation rate), and 3) the optimal monetary policy rule (used to
determine the policy rate) (Table 1). Although more than two decades have passed
since its publication, we think this report has something to say about the situation
today. In short, we see little need for the BoJ to raise rates in the event that
geopolitical risk drives oil prices higher and lifts inflation."
Various shocks can affect macroeconomy

There are three types of shock that can bring about changes in the
macroeconomy: demand shocks, price shocks, and productivity shocks. All
can be either positive or negative (Table 1). A demand shock occurs due to
fiscal stimulus or austerity or to strength or weakness in overseas
economies. A price shock refers to factors other than the output gap that are
capable of altering the rate of inflation. A simple example would be the oil
shocks of the 1970s, which served as a powerful positive price shock for
Japan, a major oil importer. The surge in oil prices triggered by the ongoing
Ukrainian crisis also falls into this category. A textbook positive productivity
shock would be an increase in the economy’s potential growth rate due to
technological advances. In reality, it is common for a number of shocks to
occur simultaneously or for one shock to trigger others.
"Price shock" is broader concept that includes “supply shocks”
Supply shocks may be a more familiar concept for many readers than price shocks.
To be sure, a price shock occurs because of some kind of change in the supply
structure. However, it is a broader concept that includes not only supply constraints
due to pandemics or wars but also such phenomena as tougher competition between
corporate rivals. In this report, we follow the practice of the BoJ report noted above
and use the term "price shock."

TABLE 1: MONETARY POLICY RESPONSE TO MACROECONOMIC SHOCKS

Source: MUMSS, based on Japanese-language paper titled “Preferred monetary policy response to changes in supply
structure,” IMES Discussion Paper Series, October 2001.
Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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Preferred monetary policy response to various shocks
Table 1 shows the preferred monetary policy response to various economic shocks.
The response to a demand shock is relatively easy to determine because it is clear
whether the economy is in an expansion or a recession. The central bank should
raise rates if the economy has overheated and inflation is on the rise. If the economy
is in recession and inflation is falling, it should lower rates. The response is more
complicated in the event of a price shock, which typically involves other shocks, such
as a demand shock or a productivity shock (see below). When facing a productivity
shock, the central bank should raise rates when the shock is positive (i.e., leading to
higher productivity) and lower them when the shock is negative (i.e., leading to lower
productivity). This is because higher productivity lifts the potential growth rate -which approximates the natural rate of interest -- and lower productivity does the
opposite. However, it is difficult to measure productivity accurately in real time, and
this has long posed a problem for central banks.
Dilemma of price stability vs. stability of economic activity
Returning to price shocks, a surge in oil prices will lift prices in Japan. But it also has
the characteristics of a negative demand shock in the sense that it will adversely
affect Japan’s output gap via a global economic slowdown. The central bank then
faces a dilemma: should it raise rates to offset the pick-up in inflation caused by the
price shock (priority: price stability), or should it lower rates to neutralize the negative
impact on economic activity from the demand shock (priority: stability of economic
activity) (Graph 2)? While there is no single correct answer, possible approaches
might include 1) taking into account the level of economic activity when the shock
occurred or 2) choosing the path likely to minimize the economic repercussions if the
wrong decision is made.
GRAPH 2: PRICE SHOCKS AND CENTRAL BANK’S DILEMMA
Monetary policy

Price shock

Inflation
Rising oil
prices

Rising inflation expectations
[Decline in real interest
rates]

Rate
hike

Central bank dilemma

Further decline in level of
economic activity?

Demand shock
Economic
w eakness

Decline in level of economic
activity
[Deterioration of output gap]

Rate
cut

Further inflation?

Source: MUMSS
US and Japan face very different circumstances
In view of the situation today, the level of economic activity (real GDP) in the US had
returned to pre-pandemic levels prior to the Ukraine crisis, and prices were trending
above the Fed’s target. A pick-up in wage inflation had also sparked concerns about
a further increase in the inflation rate. In Japan, meanwhile, delays in the recovery
have prevented economic activity from recovering to pre-pandemic levels (Graph 3),
and both observed inflation and inflation expectations (Graph 4) are below the central
bank’s 2% price target. Additionally, Japan produces only about 10% of the primary
energy it needs, while the US became a net exporter of petroleum in 2019. Rising oil
prices therefore have a very different impact on the two countries, and it would come
as no surprise if a Fed decision to raise rates were not followed by a similar move by
the BoJ

Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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GRAPH 3: CHANGE IN REAL GDP LEVELS IN JAPAN, US
AND EUROPE

CHART 4: TANKAN INFLATION OUTLOOK BY
ENTERPRISES

Source: MUMSS, from Bloomberg

Source: MUMSS, from BoJ
BoJ likely to re-examine underlying trend in prices if oil price surge winds
down relatively soon
If oil prices cool down early on and the ultimate impact on the global economy turns
out to be relatively light, we think the BoJ will re-examine the underlying trend in
prices. Although energy has driven the recent rise in prices, these higher prices have
the potential to lift longer-term inflation expectations via the "adaptive" (backwardlooking) mechanism. If the pandemic winds down and personal consumption
embarks on a full-fledged recovery, we suspect companies that had been unable to
pass on higher costs to their customers will consider raising prices. And the
household sector, which has been "forced" to save some JPY20 trillion (BoJ
estimate) over the course of the pandemic may well accept those price hikes this
time, unlike in the past. In that case, the BoJ might conclude that the underlying trend
of prices towards the 2% target had gained momentum and that it was time to
consider revising the current policy of QQE with YCC. While this remains only one
potential scenario, we will continue to monitor the longer-term impact of the ongoing
surge in oil prices.

Contributed by Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities Co., LTD.
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US Fixed Income: Selling Pressure Continues…
Macro Review: Another month goes by and we get another headline
CPI setting a new year-over-year high of 7.9%. If it were not for the
recent spike in oil prices we would argue that the annual growth rate
in inflation would be set to decline ahead. But that is less clear now
given spill overs related to the Ukraine conflict. PMIs are signalling a
slowdown but jobs data has remained solid, yet jobs are a lagging
indicator (and in this cycle were sharply impacted by the pandemic).
Fed Policy: Our Fed view has been more nuanced from the very
beginning, however we are moving to a range-based scenario
forecast for hikes predicated on if and when the Fed launches
Quantitative Tightening (QT). If QT happens then we see 2-4 hikes
this year with our central tendency still remaining at 3. The first 25bp
hike will likely be delivered at the upcoming March FOMC meeting.
Rates Views: 2s have run much faster and higher than our
expectations but 10yr rates are on pace for our view that long-term
rates will likely peak in the first half. The risk to our view is that oilinduced inflation concerns results in a bear steepening. Even if so, we
doubt this would last long if growth decelerates more in the 2nd half.
Credit Views: US credit continues its downward slide as the asset
class is caught in a vice of ongoing financial conditions tightening and
now geopolitical fallout linked to the Ukraine conflict. Corporate
balance-sheets remain healthy but given the risk-off mood we see
scope for spreads to widen a tad more (thus we bump up our ranges).
US WAS ALREADY DECELERATING (BEFORE THE CONFLICT)…
Our house view is that the US will experience a tale of two halves over the course of
2022 where the momentum for 2021 would continue into 2022 but then decelerate as
the year progressed. However what if the slowdown happens sooner as we are
already seeing mixed messages in the data during Q1. Various indicators, such as
PMIs are signalling slower growth. These PMIs have been tracking the Atlanta Fed
real-time GDP estimates too, especially post 4Q21. With energy prices weighing on
the economy this argues for the Fed to try to extend the cycle by raising rates less.

CHART 1: MANU-PMI ALIGNS W/ATLANTA FED GDPNOW

CHART 2: FED USUALLY STARTS WITH HIKES IN 25BP

Source: Bloomberg, Atlanta Fed , MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
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March FOMC Expectations: We have been of the view that the Fed would not start
this hiking cycle, from the zero bound no less, with a large 50bp move. Thus we
agree with chair Powell recent comments at his testimony that the first move is likely
a 25bp hike. We also will get new forecasts at the March FOMC. It’s too soon for
them to wholesale shift expectations on growth and inflation forecasts, but it’s likely
the 2022 rate path gets lifted higher again with more hikes embedded in the dot plot.
US Rates – Front-end: The latest sell-off in the 2yr has seen yields rise over 100bps
in only 3 months’ time, its one of the biggest moves in recent history. The rise in 2yr
yields was a combination of higher Fed expectation (i.e. the risk neutral rate) and
term premia climbing as well. If this rates cycle ends up being shorter, term premia
on 2s should stop moving up leaving 2s to be purely driven by near-term Fed policy.
US Rates – Long-end: In the short-run the 10-year yield range has ratcheted up but
over the medium-term to long-term it’s still clustered around 1.75%. Our favourite
regression technical chart, based on the multi-decade bull channel, puts the upper
bound around 2.2% for 10s. Overall we see the recent rise in rates as part of a larger
process that feels like a blow-off move (for now). We still expect a renewed move
higher into late-April/early-June (at the peak of Fed tightening concerns) where the
10yr will likely make a final run towards and above the 61.8% fibb level of 2.13%.

US CREDIT – REMAIN CAUTIOUS UNTIL WE SEE A CLEAR TURN
Investment Grade - IG Spreads: The IG credit market continues its downward slide
caught in a vice of broad financial conditions tightening and now geopolitical fallout.
The Ukraine conflict and uncertainty surrounding Russian sanctions, is impacting risk
sentiment as well as triggering more inflation fears as commodity prices rise amid
increased geopolitical risks. These negative factors are in addition to high US
inflation and expected rate hikes by the Fed starting at the March FOMC meeting.
With the US stock market now in a correction phase, it’s no surprise that the IG index
YTD excess return versus Treasuries dropped further (Chart 3) towards -3% through
March 11, which is the lowest YTD excess return since September 2020. Since midFebruary, IG spreads widened (Chart 4) over 30 bps, above 140 bps, the widest
spread, since July 14, 2020, in the middle of the pandemic. With less than a quarter
under our belt, we are now above our initial high-end of the range (85-125 bps) of
estimated IG spreads for 2022, that we set in December. We see the latest spread
move an overshoot but it could go a bit more so we widen the range to 100-150bps.
CHART 3: YTD IG SECTOR TOTAL AND EXCESS RETURNS CHART 4: IG SECTOR SPREAD CHG (ROLLING 1M VS 1Y)

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
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Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy

Our Near term Outlook for IG Credit
We would not be surprised if the IG index did in fact reach and even exceed 150 bps,
since it’s not that far away currently, all driven by the Russia/Ukraine conflict far from
being resolved and we are still waiting to see how aggressive the Fed tightens policy.
To give some historical perspective, the last two times (excluding the pandemic) total
IG spreads where above 150 bps was:



Early January 2019, when spreads reached 157 bps, after the last series of
Fed rate hikes
Early February 2016, when spreads reached 215 bps, after the oil and
commodity price crashed in 2015

In order to become more constructive, we would have to see some type of resolution
of the Russia/Ukraine conflict and stabilization in broader financial conditions.
IG New Issuance Update
The primary market came to a sudden halt at the end of February, due to the
Russian invasion of Ukraine and ensuing market weakness. New issuance did
recover quite strongly however, in the first two weeks of March, led by the $30bn
jumbo deal from ATT/Discovery deal. Investors were considerably more cautious in
the primary market over the last month and poor performance of new issuance in
February caused many IG credits to reprice considerably as spreads widened.
For example, a few healthcare companies issued $16bn which priced at about 20
bps wider than existing issues. However that was after experiencing some initial
cheapening of existing bonds that had gapped 20 bps wider on deal announcements,
making new issue concessions in some cases 40 bps wider than pre-deal levels.
As per table below, new issue concessions increased and books covered declined:
Investors are still bracing for higher supply on heavy primary new issuance volume,
after $127bn issued so far in March, and with the estimated $150bn target for the
month within reach. Estimates for the full year remain between $1.2 to $1.4 trillion.

YTD New Issuance
Issuance New Issue Books
($ bn) Concession Times Cvd
2022 $350.5
9 bps
2.7
2021 $333.6
2 bps
3
(Source: Bloomberg)
Fund flows continue to be negative over the past month, with a net negative outflow
of $5.943bn YTD, in stark contrast to the very strong $52.7bn inflows for the same
period last year. According to Refinitiv Lipper, IG bond funds pulled out $5.36bn for
the week ending March 9, which is the largest weekly outflow since April 2020 at the
beginning of the pandemic.
IG Relative Value - Sectors that appear Cheap:
As per Chart 5, the following sectors seem to be slightly cheap and of interest:
Utilities: The Utility sector is 8 bps wide vs the Total IG Index, while the 5-year
average difference is flat. Utilities may be a good defensive play in the current volatile
market since they have no direct exposure to Russia, and their fuel sources (natural
gas, coal, nuclear, renewable, small amount of oil) are all from North America.
The fundamental outlook for utilities remains sanguine. Utilities have embraced decarbonization, providing a robust pipeline of investment opportunities in the regulated
rate base. With funding requirements similar to last year, the new issuance calendar
post earnings (late February, early March) should provide opportunity.

9
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IG Relative Value - Sectors that appear Tight:
We remain Cautious on the following sectors: Energy and Consumer Cyclical due to
the volatility of energy prices and continued effects of inflation.
CHART 5 – IG SPREADS, RETURNS, AND EQUITY RETURNS

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
BBB Index vs Total IG Index – Fairly Valued:
Seeing that the BBB index has the widest spreads in IG space at 166 bps and
witnessed the greatest spread widening YTD of 53 bps, we reviewed the relative
value of the BBB index compared to the Total IG Index, to see if it could potentially
screen as historically cheap. As shown in the chart 6 below, we observe that that the
current spread difference between BBB and Total IG is still only 25 bps, compared to
the 20-year average of 41 bps, and around 30 bps if you strip out extreme market
moves of the GFC of 2008-2009 and the COVID crisis of 2020. So, by this measure it
appears that BBBs are just tracking the index and remain close to fair value.
CHART 6 – IG TOTAL INDEX SPREADS VS BBB-RATED SPREADS AND COMMENSURATE RV SPREAD

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
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Special Theme – The Russia/Ukraine conflict impact on US Credit
The Russia/Ukraine conflict adds significant uncertainty to global markets and is
already exacerbating already high inflationary pressures. While this conflict won’t
directly impact US companies very much, there will be indirect impacts, such as
supply chain disruptions and commodity price increases. According to a recent
Moody’s report, Companies have limited direct exposure to Russia, indirect exposure
is more significant (dated Feb. 23, 2022) Russia produces many commodities and
some of these price increases could impact oil, natural gas, base metals, precious
metals, platinum group metals (PGMs), diamonds, steel, iron ore, coal, and crops
such as wheat and soy, tobacco, paper and forest products, and to a lesser extent,
consumer packaged goods. The bigger direct exposures are with a select few
international banks and energy companies, but so far it appears to be manageable.
Moody’s mentioned this in a report dated March 2, 2022 concerning large integrated
energy companies:
“[several large integrated oil and gas companies] have announced that they will exit
their assets in Russia following Russia's invasion of Ukraine. The companies have
not disclosed how or when they are exiting their assets, but their exits will likely lead
to significant impairments in most instances given the uncertainty regarding the
potential to recover value from exiting these assets. Nevertheless, the companies'
strong balance sheets after robust 2021 profits and cash flows and continued high oil
prices will mitigate credit-negative effects.”
The table below shows major commodity price increases YTD.

Commodity YTD Price Incr
Nickel
131%
Oil
45%
Palladium
45%
Wheat
35%
Corn
29%
Natural gas
28%
Soybean
27%
Aluminum
22%
Copper
4%
Russia is the third largest producer of oil in the world, producing over 11 million
barrels a day, which is about 12% of global oil production. The US recently banned
all Russian oil imports which impacted prices. US WTI crude oil closed at $106 per
barrel on March 10, which is $34 or 24% away from its all-time high of $140 reached
on June 30, 2008. Russia also represents about 14% of global wheat production.
China/Taiwan tensions may impact Tech supply chain: There are concerns in the
marketplace that while the world is focused on Russia/Ukraine, that tensions may
increase further between China and Taiwan. A more tense background could put us
on a path towards new forms of disruptions in the technology supply chain, as many
semiconductor facilities and other tech assembly plants are located in Taiwan.
Meanwhile, US corporates appear to be more aggressive on shareholder returns:
We have recently seen a growing trend of increased share buybacks during the
fourth quarter earnings season, despite several companies giving lowered earnings
guidance and in the face of rising inflation.
In fact, in the Consumer Cyclical sector, some of the large national retailers are
planning to increase leverage by funding buybacks with new debt. While we do
acknowledge that corporate balance sheets remain healthy with near record amounts
of cash and average leverage, this is a trend to watch given the heightened
uncertainty in the markets in the near term.
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High Yield - HY Spreads: High yield spreads continued to blow out as the Russian
invasion of Ukraine drives concern of accelerated inflation and economic instability.
Investors continued to pull cash from the asset class with retail junk-bond funds
recording the ninth straight week of redemptions – the longest streak since 2007.
YTD widening on the index OAS has cracked over 390 bps with yields at 6.19%.
CCCs had been outperforming but in the recent widening, the CCC OAS spread
moved 123bp wider YTD compared to +105 for single B and +100 for BB. The
underperformance of CCC spreads aligns with risk-off flows as financial conditions
tighten. This cheapening indicates credit concerns are rising in high yield.
The factors impacting US HY credit performance thus far are wide ranging including:



NEW: Geopolitical risks impact on commodities and risk-taking behaviour
Ongoing rate volatility with the 10-year yield bouncing in/out and around 2%



Unwind of decade long policy of coordinated global central bank easing



US CPI data showing nonstop inflation running at a 40-year high of 7.9%



Increasing risk scenario of this persistent inflation hitting profit margins



Fund outflows as the high yield market reprices and investors are seeking
alternatives such as floating rate product exposure

Our Near term Outlook for HY Credit
Several large IG new issues priced at sizable concession to existing bonds and
traded at or wide of issue. The outcome of these deals are notable for high yield as
the comparative spread widening of the IG deals is now making high yield look tight.
Given the prospects of continued macro vol, potential for ongoing high yield asset
class redemptions and tight relative value, we expect high yield spreads to widen.
HY New Issuance Update
YTD issuance of $35.6bn (thru 3/11/22) continues to surprise to the downside with
only $9.3bn pricing in the month of February. Following a zero-deal week in mid-Feb
(the first time since 3/13/20 and 3/20/20 as we headed into COVID-19), primary
activity slowly reactivated. Issuers are actively monitoring investor appetite for deals.
A calm window will be met with healthy supply as issuers are lining up to print deals.
CHART 7 – HY SPREADS, RETURNS, AND EQUITY RETURNS

Source: Bloomberg, MUFG U.S. Macro Strategy
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FX
The US dollar on a DXY basis has advanced by about 3% since the
last edition of Global Markets Monthly on 15th February and is a clear
consequence of the invasion of Ukraine by Russia. Our assumption
for the dollar this year prior to the invasion was a synchronised
tightening cycle with global growth remaining relatively robust as
recovery continued from the pandemic. The Ukraine invasion now
opens up the potential of divergence with European economies
suffering a greater energy shock than the US or Asia. EUR, GBP, and
SEK are the three worst performing G10 currencies since the
invasion and we believe that underperformance is likely to continue
given the economic consequences in Europe. DXY looks set to break
above the 100-level given the elevated economic risks related to the
war. Assuming some de-escalation takes place later in the year, we
doubt the US dollar will hold on to those gains given the reaction
function of most G10 central banks will not change and with inflation
risks elevated everywhere, the synchronised tightening is still likely
which should see the US dollar retrace some of the war-related gains
later in the year.
BASE CASE EXPECTATIONS, JPY, EUR & CNY
USD/JPY – BULLISH BIAS


MUFG Bank, Ltd.
A member of MUFG, a global financial group

Range: 113.00-118.00

Each of the two months passed when we published here, we went with a bullish bias
for USD/JPY and this has clearly unfolded in the past month and we are sticking with
a bullish bias here again going forward. We admit we have deliberated over the
potential for the yen to correct stronger given the scale of global uncertainty and
volatility and that now of course is even higher given the invasion of Ukraine by
Russia. However, despite the elevated geopolitical risks that in times gone past might
have lifted the yen there are factors that have prevailed that we believe will continue
to prevail and help lift USD/JPY further over the short-term.
Firstly, the technical backdrop is very much favouring USD/JPY higher. We have
cited here previously the big technical resistance from the long-term downtrend from
the highs in 1990 and again in 2015 that could prove strong resistance. That level
came in at around 117 and the clear break of that level and the momentum is very
much supportive for USD/JPY. This technical break should open up a move to the
120-level.
Secondly, the current conditions in the financial markets is not your usual “risk-off”
scenario you would expect from the invasion of Ukraine by Russia. Equity markets
were also down prior to the invasion and the declines since the invasion have been
relatively modest. The Euro Stoxx 600 is down about 4.5% since the day before the
invasion while the S&P 500 is less than 1.0% down. Credit markets have
deteriorated, but not alarmingly. This means rates markets have continued to price
th
for monetary tightening. The UST bond 2yr yield hit a new high over 1.80% on 14
March and the correlation with USD/JPY remains very robust at about +0.70. We
expect the Fed to signal more monetary tightening than signalled in December (6
hikes versus 3 in Dec) which will help keep USD/JPY underpinned for now.
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Thirdly, Japan’s trade position is set to deteriorate further. Energy imports make up
close to 25% of total imports and the price increases in global markets for crude oil
will equate into a larger trade deficit over the coming months. Mineral fuels imports
increased 83.3% YoY in January, accounting for 23.7% of total imports. In February
2021, mineral fuel imports decreased 26.8%, accounting for 18.0% of total imports.
The dominance of mineral fuels and the worsening of the trade balance will be even
more marked in the coming months. Japan recorded a trade deficit of JPY 2,193bn in
January, the second worst deficit on record.
Finally, there is increased anticipation that the profound change in the global inflation
outlook will trigger a fundamental shift in Japan with the “deflation mindset” often
referred to be Governor Kuroda being altered. With the BoJ signalling no change in
monetary policy any time soon, this could mean a decline in real yields in Japan, thus
helping to fuel further yen depreciation.
Whether there is a fundamental change to Japan’s low inflation remains debatable
but the other factors listed above certainly provide compelling reason for the yen to
remain on a weak footing that could propel USD/JPY higher still over the short-term.

2YR UST BOND YIELD THE KEY DRIVER OF USD/JPY

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond, MUFG GMR

EUR/USD – NEUTRAL BIAS


Range: 1.0500-1.1400

The EUR has declined sharply over the past month following Russia’s decision to
th
invade Ukraine on 24 February. The EUR (-2.8% vs. USD) has been the second
worst performing G10 currency since the day before the invasion with only the GBP
(-3.8%) performing even more poorly. It has resulted in EUR/USD falling back
towards the 1.0800-level for the first time since the first stage of the COVD crisis in
early 2020. The next key levels of support for the pair come in at 1.0750 and then
1.0650 which are also lows from early in 2020.
The EUR has adjusted sharply lower as market participants have moved to price in a
larger geopolitical risk premium to reflect negative spill-over risks from the Ukraine
conflict. The euro-zone economy is more tightly linked to Russia through trade,
finance and energy supplies and will be hit harder than the US economy from
disruption triggered by the Ukraine conflict. The deterioration in the euro-zone growth
outlook has seen European equities underperform compared to those in the US.
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The trajectory of the Ukraine conflict will remain the key driver of EUR/USD
performance in the month ahead. In light of the elevated uncertainty surrounding the
conflict, we are maintaining a neutral outlook for the EUR with a wider trading range.
Market participants will need to be nimble in responding to the Ukraine conflict. If the
conflict continues to escalate in the month ahead creating greater disruption for the
euro-zone economy, then EUR/USD is likely to test and potentially break below those
early 2020 lows.
In contrast, if a diplomatic solution is found to bring a quicker end to the conflict then
it will set the stage for EUR/USD to rebound. EUR/USD has already climbed back up
to the up 1.1000-level in recent days on the back of encouraging reports that
“substantial” progress has been made in peace talks between Russia and Ukraine.
The conflict would need to de-escalate significantly for EUR/USD to trade at higher
levels on a sustained basis. The pair was trading between 1.1200 and 1.1400 prior to
the Ukraine conflict, and It is difficult to see EUR/USD climbing above those levels in
the month ahead given that even a short conflict will have left a negative impact on
the euro-zone economy.
The Ukraine conflict has not yet been deemed disruptive enough to derail the ECB’s
plans to tighten policy. The ECB is now more focused on combating upside risks to
the inflation outlook. It has already prompted the ECB to speed up QE taper plans in
Q2 and to signal strongly that the QE is likely to end in Q3 unless the economic
outlook deteriorates significantly in the coming months. The updated plans give the
ECB more flexibility over the timing of rate hikes. Market speculation that the ECB
could begin to hike rates as soon as September and bring an end to negative rates in
the euro-zone by the end of this year should encourage a stronger EUR if the
Ukraine conflict de-escalates significantly. An additional positive for the EUR would
be if European Leaders agree to provide more fiscal support for growth funded by
joint debt issuance.
The upcoming French Presidential elections will attract more attention in the month
th
th
ahead. The first round takes place on 10 April and second round on 24 April. The
Ukraine conflict has further boosted President Macron’s chances of re-elected. We
are assuming that the election results will maintain the status quo and have limited
impact on EUR performance.

UKRAINE CONFLICT WEIGHS ON EUR & EUROPEAN ASSETS

Source: Bloomberg, Macrobond & MUFG GMR
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USD/CNY – BULLISH BIAS
Range: 6.3000–6.4000
After Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the renminbi was among few currencies that
appreciated against US dollar, till last Thursday when the US’s stronger than
expected inflation numbers were released. Forex markets reacted to the RussiaUkraine war by a risk-averse approach, favouring currencies that have safe-haven
characteristics, such as the US dollar, the Swiss Franc and the Yen. The renminbi
was traded like a safe-haven currency lately as well.
Market players touted the idea of renminbi becoming a safe-haven currency,
geopolitical factor may have helped underpinning the performance of the renminbi.
But we think that renminbi doesn’t have the ‘safe-haven’ status yet and its recent
‘safe-haven’ like movements still can be explained majorly by the economic reasons.
While market players worried that the higher energy prices and supply shortages of
energy products could slow US growth and particularly Europe’s growth down,
factors like prospects of China with a steadier GDP growth in 2022 implied by the
recent NPC work report, good exports and demand for renminbi invoicing, provided
support for the renminbi. Meanwhile, with China’s nominal government bond yields
being above its CPI inflation, investors found Chinese bonds attractive as they
offered positive real return, compared with US government bonds’ negative real
returns. In fact, the yield spread of 10 government bonds between China and United
States have been rising to about 794bps.
In past couple trading days, the strength in US dollar due to the newly released
stronger than expected 7.9%yoy February CPI inflation may have helped to squeeze
out some enthusiasm for the renminbi’s ‘safe haven’ status, the rise of USD/CNY to
6.3610 was partly explained by economic logic between US’s rising inflation and rate
hikes. The depreciation of CNY against US dollar from 6.3210 to 6.3610 also was a
reflection of China’s weakening economic fundamentals. Last Friday’s China’s
worse-than-expected February credit numbers reminded us that Chinese economy
still faces strong challenges. New increased loan in this February was significantly
weaker than a year earlier. What alarming was that both new increases of the
medium- and long-term household loan and short-term household loan were
negative, at levels of RMB-45.9 billion and RMB-291 billion respectively. This was the
first time that the loan of households has shrunk since 2007. The weak household
medium to long term loan confirmed the continuation of downward trend of real
estate’s activities, the overall demand for financing for productive usage by the
economy was weak in February.
Given that stimulus will only take effect at a gradual pace, this bunch of credit data,
and possible inertia of the downward trend of the real estate sector activities,
together they signal potential pressure on the Chinese economy and the currency in
near term. Also, the surging Covid-19 cases in China and tightening Covid-19
containment measures could stir up some negative sentiment towards China’s
economic growth, performances of asset including the renminbi. After hitting 1,100
new daily confirmed Covid-19 cases last Friday, China reported more than 3,300
confirmed new cases on Saturday, 2,343 cases in Sunday. In the past weekend,
ShenZhen was put under a citywide lockdown starting from March 14, numerous
communities and offices and malls were put under lockdown in Shanghai and many
other cities. Chinese government prioritizes Covid-19 containment above economic
growth at this stage.
Having said it, USD/CNY movements are unlikely to be in one direction of
depreciation. We expect USD/CNY to move in the range of 6.3000-6.4000. With US’s
and Nato’s sanctions on Russia got implemented, the upward pressure on various
energy and agriculture prices will likely send US CPI inflation higher than February’s
7.9%, there exists uncertainty in the US dollar movement due to uncertainties on how
market will balance the rate hike and rate hike expectation, and the growth prospects
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of the US economy. Additionally, although Russia and Ukraine are making further
negotiations, but still no clarity on it, Russia and Ukraine conflict remains an
uncertainty, which could bring volatility on USD/CNY pair.

GROWTH RATES OF TSF AND LOAN DECLINED IN FEBRUARY

Source: CEIC, MUFG GMR

KEY RISK FACTORS IN THE MONTHS AHEAD
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As outlined above, the primary driver of USD/JPY is the 2yr UST bond yield and
hence the biggest risk to our bullish bias for USD/JPY is a much larger risk-off
that prompts a bigger asset price correction that drives short-term rates in the US
lower. Certainly NATO being forced to enter the conflict militarily would likely
prompt a wider correction in risk assets that could see US yields drop and
USD/JPY with it. In addition, further sharp decline in energy prices might also
increase the risk of some decline in USD/JPY.



The trajectory of the Ukraine conflict is the main risk for the EUR in the month
ahead. The EUR will weaken more sharply if the conflict proves more protracted
and disruptive for the European and global economy. The worst-case outcome
would involve NATO countries being dragged into a broader conflict. On the
other hand if a diplomatic solution is found to bring an end to the conflict quickly,
then the EUR could stage a stronger relief rebound. The recent hawkish ECB
policy shift has not been fully reflected in a stronger EUR.



The main risks to our range bound view for USD/CNY in near term may include
stronger China exports and stronger than expected capital inflows, stronger than
expected easing policies including credit policies for real estate sector and
property purchases, to stabilize the downward economic pressure. One-sided
sizeable movement of US dollar could be another risk to this call in near term.
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